Chinese and Western Combinations
Aquarius (Tiger) Month
Combination with Ram Year:
"Understood" Uranus, Air, Fixed
"Reliance" Yang-Negative Fire
Characteristics:
Impracticality,
Individuality,
Cruelty, Worry, Vision, Parasitism, Originality,
Eccentricity,
Invention,
Pessimism,
Taste,
Perseverance, Independence, Thoughtlessness,
Good
Manners,
Whimsy,
Separateness,
Sensitivity, Tardiness, Disobedience, Tolerance,
Lack of Foresight, Neurosis, Charity

The Ram portion of the combination tends to be conflicted, but the Aquarius brings a
self-determination to the Ram side. This also helps with the Ram’s insecurity. The
Ram side brings deeper emotions to this individual. The Aquarius has more intense
feelings than most. Returning to the contributions of the Aquarius, they add energy
and power as well as freedom. The Aquarius-Ram is one of those combinations that is
balanced relative to its characteristics. What this sign offers the human race is lucidity,
compassion, understanding and assorted castles made of sand. Those traits have
vast potential and could open up many options in the life of this combination if directed
properly. They are very thick-skinned and extraordinarily autonomous. There are
some issues relative to the past, present and future that have a huge impact on their
lives. The Aquarius-Ram leaps before they look. Obviously some tinkering with this is
necessary and some caution must be added to their approach to life. If they do not
learn to have a more mature thought process and reflect on the possible
consequences, they run the risk of having a very unhappy life. Their thinking is
essentially absent of teleological content. They live a life that is almost totally in the
present. The result, of course, is a highly spontaneous individual. This sharpens
creativity but brings the risk of lament and even danger.
Romance: For example, in terms of fidelity in the area of sex, there is often a belief
that this opposes their autonomy. They see no reason for this. There is no implication
that this combination is not lovable, because they are; at least they are sweet. They
just have a rather large mental block that hurts their fundamental need for love. One
area that the Aquarius-Ram remains needy in is the area of love. They do not have
sufficient amounts of this necessary commodity. There is a reason for this, but it is
somewhat complicated for this combination to grasp. The insistence on thinking in the
present means when they want pleasure, they want it now. They are certainly happy
to give pleasure as well, but that too, resides in the moment. This approach makes
others doubtful and even critical of the Aquarius-Ram’s intentions.

Relationships: The negative of compatibility for this combination are Taurus or LeoBuffalos. Also very risky are Leo or Scorpio-Dogs. Absolutely out of the question are
Scorpio-Monkeys. Rabbits are fine choices for love and romance. The best selections
among the Rabbits are Gemini, Libra and Sagittarius. Probably the next category that
is on the positive side of the scale is the Boar. Those in the same Western signs
would be good picks. Also highly recommended are Aries-Horses.
Family Life: This individual feels their home is wherever they happen to be, just as
long as they are comfortable and welcome. There are essentially no other
considerations. Like most people the Aquarius-Ram appreciates beauty, but they are
not very fussy about it in their home. Practically anything will do. They are not going to
be found at expensive furniture stores or buying fabric for their curtains. If they have a
partner who wants nice décor, that is fine and the Aquarius-Ram appreciates it. As for
them, secondhand furniture, towels for curtains and nothing hanging on the wall but
old family portraits are just fine. This combination makes for excellent parents. They
love to open up the world for their children and they will happily get down on the floor
and play with them.
Likelihood: The mindset of always living in the present is forever in the picture
influencing everything including this combination’s career. They will be only passable
employees and as bosses they probably will not be taken seriously. In the final
analysis, a career that allows a great deal of autonomy is the best; perhaps something
in the arts. The Aquarius-Ram is neither a particularly strong leader nor a particularly
good follower. Neither does their slight tendency toward greed make them terrifically
ambitious or driven. They are not a person who favors repetition. Plainly put, it is hard
to categorize this individual.
Famous Aquarius/Rams: Thomas Edison, James Michener.

